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NAHDO’s Goals

Assist states in determining how best to validate 
their data
Provide guidance to states which are bringing up 
new data systems 
Share expertise with new collaboratives that have 
formed—e.g., Chartered Value Exchange’s
Make sure states get “credit” for high quality data
Assure quality and efficiency metrics based on high 
quality data



Background:  Vision for 21st Century

NCVHS and NCHS Report:  Shaping a 
Health Statistics Vision for the 21st Century
Report published in 2002—but still valid 
today
Defined major gaps and issues in health 
statistics development, evaluation, and 
improvement



Defined Issues

Insufficient connections between suppliers of 
data and producers of data
Lack of geographic detail and other 
specificity
Lack of timeliness in making data available
Existing data are unnecessarily difficult to 
locate, access and use



Defined Issues

Resource constraints have placed 
performance and usefulness of major data 
collection systems at risk (current budget 
cycle—places systems at even greater risk)



Reflections on this--

Insufficient focus on developing consensus approaches and 
standards for data collection, validation methods, software and 
specifications for individual data systems
Insufficient focus on new methods for analyzing data, data 
technologies (web-enabled, auto-editing) that could improve 
data quality
Insufficient training on health statistics—not one school of 
public health offered an introductory course in health statistics 
to masters and doctoral students—need expanded in-service 
training as well
Current participants have been ineffective in dealing with 
decision-makers who influence how much data is available



Reflections on state of affairs

Health statistics lacks an overall framework 
for addressing data processing and data-
sharing that could facilitate integration and 
linkage of data 
Timely production of valid and reliable health 
statistics—but understanding the cost of 
“perfection”



Today, we focus on one aspect

Validation of the underlying data—sharing 
ideas and resources regarding data edits, 
validation activities 
NAHDO has been working on a summary of  
data editing/validation practices 
Request from purchasers to address how 
state data is validated…  



NAHDO Summary of Data Validation 
Practices

All agencies should edit data submissions for overall data 
accuracy (system edits for missing information, invalid fields, 
implausible fields (range checks), clinical consistency (clinical 
edits), demographic errors, or other errors causing linkage or 
grouping failures (linkage failures). 
The data agency should establish data quality thresholds and 
work with data suppliers to achieve field accuracy and overall 
data quality requirements. 
The data agency should adopt specific field edits for newly-
added fields (Present on Admission, Ecodes, Race/Ethnicity/lab 
values.)



NAHDO Summary of Data Validation 
Practices

The data agency should require data suppliers to update/replace 
records rejected/failed by edit programs in a timely manner.  May 
establish an accepted error tolerance.
Post production edit routines (trends in coding and volume of 
submission) should be incorporated into the data management 
process. 
Tools, such as fines for non-compliance and/or exemption/waivers 
should be negotiated with data suppliers experiencing special 
reporting problems with plans to correct these.
Agency should normalize the edited data and construct an analytic file, 
with documented recoding/aggregation/enhancements (age grouping, 
suppression, severity adjustment fields, readmit field)



NAHDO Summary of Data Validation 
Practices

The agency should provide for a validation period for 
data suppliers to review and correct their 
submissions and sign off on the accuracy of the final 
data.
Data Users Guide—providing information on how 
data is checked for quality; types of edits used; 
errors found; confidence in quality of data elements.
Error reports to the providers with substantial 
errors—fines or public reporting of data errors.





What can we learn from others?

A number of researchers and others have 
addressed data quality in articles, white 
papers, and data documentation
Angeles and MacKinnon modeled an 
algorithm to address integration of data for 
public websites
– Defined quality criteria
– Assigned metrics to rate the criteria
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What can we learn from others?

– One construct they use is “Reputation”—defined 
as the extent to which data are trusted or highly 
regarded in terms of their source or content.  
They include “correction of mistakes” as a key 
item in reputation

- Usefulness of the data is the degree of value to 
the user, which is dependent on relevance, 
accuracy, completeness and timeliness



Study of billing errors--Malone

Colorado Foundation for Medical Care (QIO) 
reviewed billing data to reduce number of errors—
specifically for “outpatient billed as inpatient”  
In five hospitals—they estimated that 9% of the bills 
were incorrect—with a cost to Medicare of 
approximately $5,600 per error.  (One hospitals had 
an error rate of 16.53%)
Review how hospitals code observation stays and 
one day hospitalizations—provide clear 
instructions—run edit checks on % of one-day stays



Informatica
White Paper



White Paper by David Loshin

Provides dimensions of data quality and metrics for quantifying 
data quality performance
Positive impacts of improved data quality—more data sales, 
increased confidence in data, decreased risks
Dimensions include:  Uniqueness of record, accuracy (do data 
values correspond with another source?), consistency within 
record (gender issues), completeness, timeliness, currency 
(with the world), conformance with standards, 
Validations—assertion about what must be true
Ongoing monitoring and process control policies
Data quality scorecard



The Data Quality Scorecard

Measure results of data validation rules and 
incorporate into a data quality scorecard
Rules applied at record level can be measured by 
percent of valid records
Rules applied at data set level can measure number 
of occurrences of invalidity
For any metric used—establish thresholds (pass-fail, 
acceptable, questionable but still usable, unusable)
Use a dashboard to monitor on an ongoing basis
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Slide Presentations

http://www.academyhealth.org/files/2008/tuesday/virginiaab/6_
10_2008_8_00/andrewsr.ppt#293,22, 
http://www.ok.gov/health/documents/HCI_Inpatient_Outpatient_
Surgery_Data_Training.pdf
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